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Discover the "secrets" given to the Nephilim by the Fallen Angles.Â Discover who built Stonehenge

and how it was the prototype of the manyÂ hengesÂ in the Ohio Valley.Discover the accounted

giants in the Bible, called the Amorites and their numerology codex of Gematria that dictates 666 as

the Sun Father and 1080 as the Lunar or Earth Mother and how these numbers are present in the

Bible, Stonehenge and the Earthworks in the Ohio Valley.Â Discover the Amorites Sacred

Geometry, and where it is found within the Earthworks of the British Isles and Ohio

Valley.Â Discover a giant race called the Dinaric whose remains have been found in Jerusalem, in

burial mounds at Stonehenge and the Ohio Valley.Â Discover the evidence of advanced

mathematics of pi and square roots that was discovered by the Amorites and how it is evident at

Stonehenge and within the earthworks in the Ohio Valley.Â Discover Semitic words found in Native

American languages.Â Discover what Native American tribesÂ were allied to and later

absorbedÂ the Nephilim giants.Â Discover what Native American tribes were the "Hopewell" mound

builders in the Ohio Valley.Â Discover the northern Eurasian origins of the Sioux, Cherokee and

Iroquois peoples. Discover the evidence that the Sioux, Cherokee and Iroquois were ancient

seafarers who came to North America as early as 7000 B.C.Â Â  Â  Â This is a must read for

anyone who wants to know the true ancient history of North America. It will also provide a historical

affirmation of one of the most mysterious chapters in the Bible. Did a race of giant humans once

roam the Biblical lands, Europe and North America? Over 300 historical accounts of giant human

skeletons are presented for the first time. Massive human skeletal remains, burial mound types,

symbolism, etymology, numerology and ceremonial centers are compared in the Biblical Levant, the

British Isles and the Ohio Valley with stunning similarities. Genesis 6:4, "There were giants in the

earth in those days; and also after that, when the sons of God came unto the daughters of men, and

they bare children to them, the same became mighty men which were of old men of renown." The

giant offspring of this union between the sons of God and the daughters of men were called the

Nephilim. This book takes the leap from mythology to science to discover that the Nephilim were the

last vestiges of primitive species; who were known for their gigantic height. The Nephlim spread

from the Biblical Lands to the British Isles and the Ohio Valley. Their open-air earthen and stone

temples and burial mounds, containing the remains of giants have stood the testament of time;

leaving an indelible mark upon our soil. Herein are the historical accounts of the giant skeletons that

have been discovered within burial mounds and subsurface tombs in the Biblical Lands, the British

Isles and Europe and North America.
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This is an absolute must for anyone researching or interested in the Ohio Valley Culture. The

scholarship based upon thirteen years research is phenomenal and in depth, and blows away the

stunted and prejudiced views of academia and the Smithsonian Museum, who has a BIG vested

interest in covering up what Mr Zimmerman has uncovered. (No prizes for guessing where one of

the above reviews came from) There were giants in Ohio. No doubt. Do you want to know where

they came from and why? And why this culture bears such strong similarities with the cultures who

built Stonehenge in England and the thousands of Dolmen mounds in the Middle-East? The

evidence is overwhelming. This is the book for you. It won't make you a college graduate, the

information in this book would upset too many people, but it will place the truth in your lap.

The book is well documented. Giants were real. They had their own religion and society globally.

One culture with burial mounds, special knowledge etc... They brought in the bronze age. Every

hinge is aligned to some solar event. Unbelieveable that no one until now has put the pieces

together. Well done Fritz.

A thouroughly and competently researched work. The unmistakable conclusion to anyone who

reads this is that a race of giants most certainly existed in the past. The arrogant academic would

have a stroke if forced to read this, instead they will settle to dismiss it in one pathetic sentence

instead of intelligently debating the facts. The hundreds of giant skeleton reports from decades apart

all over the country state the same anatomic abnormalities over and over again. Double rows of



teeth, unusually thick skulls, jawbones so large they could pass over the face of a living man, skulls

so huge they could be fit over the head of a living man. How could this be a hoax, the same info. is

in Smithsonian Ethnology reports, American Antiquarian, Scientific American, New York Times

Headlines, town and county histories, it's not like the internet existed and these bizzare anomalies

could be widely discussed. Giant skeleton reports from the top of the archaeological profession like

Warren K. Morehead (the dean of American Archaeology) prove not only the reality but the cover-up

as well. A day of reckoning is coming for all the arrogant defenders of the status quo, a tsunami of

evidence is sweeping in to make people loose faith in all the worthless institutions who have

disempowered humanity for way too long. Fritz Zimmerman adds to this evidence and should be

commended for investigating a subject that needs compentent research.

I can't rate this book yet, because I haven't finished it. But I noticed a couple of negative comments

about the subject matter. If anybody is old enough, they will remember that 7 to 9 foot tall skeletons

were found in the Cahokian Mounds. This was well accepted as factual through the 1960s, but

somewhere since that time, these details have disappeared in favor of claiming Native Americans

as builders of the mounds. Well, I happen to be almost half Cherokee, and can attest to the fact that

this is in direct conflict with the oral history of the nations. The assertion there is that Native

Americans were slaves to a rather large people who used them to build the mounds, so I wouldn't

be so quick to jump.At this point my view on this book is so far, so good. I will update this report

when I am finished.

As a writer of subjects of the paranormal and ancient mysteries, I was thrilled to find this book. It

was well researched, coherent, logical, and had so much information I wouldn't have come across

on my own research. I consider this to be a keeper on my reference shelf and a well thought out and

intelligent work.

If you are interested in the real history of North America you must read this book! The author Fritz

Zimmerman has done his homework! He has collected hundreds of newspaper stories and

archeological and ethnological reports from the 19th and early 20th centuries to prove, beyond a

shadow of a doubt, that Amorite giants roamed the Americas from coast to coast. This history has

been deliberately hidden and obscured by archeologists and institutions such as the Smithsonian

for years--they don't want you to know the truth--that thousands of years ago an ancient race of

giants migrated to the Americas, established complex societies, and mined copper from the Great



Lakes Region. If you are interested in the burial mounds found in Ohio and in other states you need

to get this book and read it for yourself. After finishing the book I ordered Mr. Zimmerman's other

book "The Nephilim Chronicles: A Travel Guide to the Ancient Ruins in the Ohio Valley" --and I cant

wait to read it!

I haven't finished this book yet to be fair, but my enthusiasm for it waned quite a bit as i discovered

that it is seemingly a unorganized series of data captures from mostly old newspaper clippings and

other sources. Things about finding Giant skeletons and remains and such. I see little so far in the

book tying it in with the concept of fallen angels, so far anyway...

I was disappointed with this book. I was taken in by the good reviews of other readers.this book is a

history of the evolution of man and is a fair read for subject. But it does not cover the subject of the

BOOK! Fallen Angels, Nephilim in Ohio. you need to buy another book on that subject if your

interested. Not a lot if infoon Fallen Angels.
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